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A Theory of General Quantised Gravity in a 4D Superfluid Non Empty Space and the
Source of Ancient Frequencies of the Solar System 

Scot D Forshaw – January 2016
info@visicomscientific.com or scot.forshaw@gmail.com

Working Abstract

This is a working paper of a working hypothesis for deriving consistent quantum formulations for 
Newtonian values for gravity and the creation of theorised Black holes and Neutron stars within a 
generally 4D superfluid model of space represented as a uniform field in which the effect of gravity 
is derived from the quantised spin state alignment of massless energy contained in the electron 
cloud of matter, facilitated by way of the intersection of a mass body intersecting its own wake in a 
superfluid distortion field.  I have chosen to share this work pre completion, expect sparse 
references at this stage as well as glaring mistakes and omissions as this work develops.

Figure 1: Quantised Gravity
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Introduction

Before exploring more difficult aspects of the modelling it may help to acquaint oneself with the 
basic ontological conjecture. In figure 1.0 we generically plot the orbit of an arbitrary planetary 
body.The proposition being made here is that 'any' body including some single point particles 
occupy fully (or partially) and therefore displace the superfluid space in which they sit, and further  
as a body moves through superfluid space, it creates a wake or uniform wave like distortion in this 
space that is related primarily and proportionally to its diametric wavelength as a function of its 
density in terms of its Electromagnetic density or Em density. By the process illustrated in Figure 
2.0 this action of displacement develops inverse square proportional quantum thrust in matter that 
causes a mass object in its path to move toward the parent objects centre of gravity. 

Referring to Figure 2.0 we observe how the quantising effect of a radiating superfluid Em wave 
intersects a matter object in proximity. The result of the wave passing through the matter is a 
quantised and proportional spin alignment of quantum particles trapped in the matter by way of the 
electron cloud. The differing strengths of the wave as it “slices” the object into quantised regions 
causes a variance of the total spin alignment leading to a ripple effect being induced in the electron 
cloud region of matter in the opposite direction to the superfluid wave. As can be seen in Figure 1.0,
this direction is largely toward the centre of gravity of the larger object. As stated the model is 
developing however using superfluid waves derived from planetary wavelength it has been possible
to derive approximations of Newtonian gravity to a relatively high degree of accuracy. Much more 
work is required in this area and will be expanded upon during the development of this paper.

Defining “Non Empty Space” NES

Thus far I have referred to this field of energy as - “superfluid / superconducting - space time 
fabric” etc., all generalised terms commonly used to describe the “spooky stuff” of the universe.  
Henceforth I shall define it with a single term - “Non Empty Space” or NES. NES for now can be a 
blanket term to describe the “observable logical behaviour” and not the essential “quantum 
properties” of a uniform potential vacuum field of energy in which quanta of energy propagate 
without loss of energy. We can begin to unravel its potential composition once we have a working 
model of how traditional and accepted observational results are obtained in such a model and 
whether or not they indeed can be at all.

Figure 2: Quantised Spin Alignment 



Superfluid / Super conductivity / Dark Matter and the Non Empty Space Displacement

In order to derive Newtonian results for quantised gravity one must consider both the material 
composition and behaviour of a NES model of space with relation to a mass/energy object which is 
sat within it.  In a similar way to Einstein and his simplified 2D fabric demonstration, one can 
discuss the ontological characteristics of NES by the development of more understandable physical 
models, although ultimately one must account for the behaviour of a NES in a more rigorous 
quantum mathematical seNES, before attempting to do so it is acceptable to consider the 
implications in this way.  If we are to consider gravity as a manifestation derived from the self 
interaction of Em waves caused by displacement of NES as opposed to an actual wave or particle 
like phenomenon then the logical place to begin is with NES displacement. The second important 
factor after deriving the nature of the superfluid wave function is to determine how such a wave – 
despite appearing to travel away from the object creating it, causes mass objects to want to stick to 
it in a classical gravity like way. 

Displacement of NES Superfluid

According to both Einstein and Newton, all energy has gravity and therefore in general, shape, 
composition, velocity and axial rotation have little or no effect on observable Newtonian gravity 
and thus by simple deduction the only factor left to explore is what interaction might be possible as 
a result of displacement of so called “space-time fabric”. This is often demonstrated visually by the 
use of a taught fabric and heavy spherical objects. I propose that whilst it is partly useful to 
demonstrate the observable effect, this “warping” of space is misleading to most as it fails to 
demonstrate the porous electro/atomic nature of mass and gives the viewer a false seNES of space 
time being a 2D sheet, which clearly it is not. Classically we derive gravitational values by 
transformation of mass to energy such as E=mc^2, however for consistency I shall refer to objects 
by their mass generally until such time as a distinction is required. Such references will be liberally 
interchangeable to mean broadly “how much NES is displaced by the body causing the 
displacement”. I consider that “if a blanket and an orange are sufficient for Einstein then equally 
infantile examples are sufficient for me at this time”.

Trivially, I propose that a planetary body will
displace the NES (and therefore generate a
gravitational field) roughly proportional to its Em
density (which is 'roughly' in line with Newtonian
approximations and E=mc^2). This means that for a
given mass body with an approximately uniform Em
density, there is a percentage of the NES that is
displaced outside the average mass radius. If a mass
body was made of nothing but pure displacing
energy then the result is a 100% displacement of
NES superfluid space – otherwise best described as
a black hole.  

A body such as Earth, having relatively low “Em
density” (the percentage of Earths matter that ejects
or displaces NES) displaces only a small percentage
of its NES volume by mass, leaving the greater
percentage of the Earth mass to be permeated fully
by the surrounding superfluid space. This allows the
majority of Em waves to permeate and propagate
directly through its structure as if it were not there,

Figure 3: NES is displaced by Em 
density in the mass body



although many waves, for example light, cannot propagate through Earth. What this tells us is that 
whilst Earth is not able to allow light to pass through it, it is able to allow many other Em waves to 
do so relatively unimpeded (so there must be something within its mass radius that allows this - and
I propose this something to be NES). The recent detection of Gravity Waves by LIGO is some 
demonstration of this. I say relatively unimpeded because some interaction with the mass body is 
generally observed (howsoever small) and this is observable as either reduction of total transmitted 
energy of the passing Em wave or as physical work done in the receiving matter body (as in the 
LIGO experiment). Another way of visualising Earth sat in the NES field is to imagine a ball of 
deNES sponge sat in water. Some of the water is ejected,  most is not. If one is to then squeeze the 
spong whist in the water and the release it, the act of release would draw displaced water back in to 
the sponge as equilibrium is restored. 

If we consider that the NES superfluid space vacuum is generally an equilibrium of energy states 
deriving a nominal pressure (Figure 3.0) in free space, one predicts by intuition that displacement of
a point/region within this vacuum would give rise to a stretching effect in 3 dimensions of the 
superfluid such that the density of the NES in this area is reduced in all directions approximately the
inverse of the Em density of the mass body on average. Trivially in the case of Earth – due to low 
Em density, the space vacuum occupied by Earths mass is less deNES than the surrounding nominal
vacuum pressure (Figure 3.0 Blue region).  Most importantly, due to the inverse pressure of the 
surrounding vacuum, the displaced field radiates in a generally inverse square (cubic in 3D) fashion 
around the mass body radius as the space vacuum seeks to fill the depression left by Earth in much 
the way an atmospheric depression is filled with surrounding high pressure or the sponge in the 
previous example draws in water (Figure 3.0 Cyan region). Because however Earth is a stable mass 
object, the depression is never overcome – rather it is transferred continuously from location to 
location along the trajectory of orbit in 3 physical dimensions and a 4th dimension derived from 
relativity allowing for quantisation in relative terms. This allows for some degree of viscosity to be 
derived from the continuous displacement and replacement cycle, however this viscosity is a 
derivation of the objects Em density, and not the superfluid whose quantum viscosity remains 
generally constant.

Black holes / Neutron Stars / Tears in Space Time or Galactic Recycling Plants?

How do Black Holes / Neutron Stars form in a Superfluid/Superconducting NES field and do they 
constitute a tear in space time?  Scenario 1 involves the formation of a weak black hole from the 
collapse of gravity in which the matter source and NES field is expelled and the resulting system is 
subsequently not interactive with any further matter for considerable durations. By simplification: A
large matter body of particularly favourable material composition begins to compress under its own 
gravitational pressure until such time as it begins to eject increasingly large percentage of NES, 
thereby replacing the ejected NES with energy/matter states that prohibit the dual occupation of 
NES and the matter/energy. As the Em density increases, so to does the Newtonian gravitational 
pressure on the body. At a point in time the gravitational forces become such that there is both no 
space for NES and matter and energy begins to be ejected under extreme forces - “supernova”. An 
infant black hole is born in which a void in NES is formed with such purity that to all intents and 
purpose no light or Em energy of any kind can travel through it. Further to this, all information 
contained therein (be it matter or energy) is ejected and captured in the extreme gravitational field 
surrounding the void. This information is “the event horizon”. In this model, the black hole is not a 
tear in space-time, but rather a void under pressure from the surrounding NES, able to hold its own 
against it by the fusion of energy and matter on the event horizon. NES wants to fill it, and the void 
becomes an active energy reactor that refactors anything that comes close to it. It is not so much 
sucking in the universe, as it is spitting out reformatted energy and or matter. This cycle would 
continue for many eons unless it happens to collide with something else. Neutron stars can be 



considered to be an intermediary stage between partial collapse and fully developed black hole, and 
the outcome of the systems long term future is largely determined by the initial mass and density in 
terms of Em displacement. 

RedShift, Gravitational Lensing and Photon Transmission in a Superconducting Superfluid 
Model

Having conjectured in model terms how a superfluid NES field can derive the creation of both 
Supernova, Neutron Star and Black Holes in the same order as current observational results, 
including the prediction of Pauli Exclusion states as a function of the process, the next focus is in 
the traditionally less energetic observable functions of RedShift / Gravitational Lensing and quanta 
of light travel in superfluid. 

RedShift

The superfluid NES model of space offers up a strong theoretical explanation for the observation of 
RedShift and the ability of strong gravitational forces to bend light. 

Looking at Figure 4.0 we see a section of NES as a quantised set of rectangles. Let is decide that the
entire length quantises a time t into 6 arbitrary quanta. The diagram is a simplified model of course 
but conveys the principle with clarity. The NES depicted is for a total free space vacuum, with no 
interacting matter, dust etc. The photon quanta traveling as an Em wave travels at a uniform 
constant speed of light. As it moves though the field. In B, the field is broadly uniform and results 
in faithful representation of the origin. In A, the NES field is distorted by gravitational like waves 
traveling through the NES. Although these modulate the photon wavelength in relative terms, 
giving rise to detectable changes in received energy, the overall time through the field is broadly the
same.
Looking at the quantised model it can be easily understood that if there is no NES field present then
nothing passes through. 

Figure 4: Deformation in NES alters the speed of light in relative terms only



Gravitational lensing

How might gravitational NES deformation bend light?  The apparent bending of light or 
gravitational lensing is a well known observational characteristic of large gravitational sources. 
From a Newton perspective it is easy to show that an object in motion continues in a theoretically 

straight line at a constant speed unless acted upon by 
another force? Applying similar thinking to photon 
quanta we imagine photon energy to travel line of sight 
in the initial radial direction of origin. Whilst we have 
discussed that expansion and contraction of NES can 
theoretically derive RedShift, if we apply this 
transversally to the trajectory of the photon as it passes 
closely (but not to close) to a large low frequency strong 
gravitational source there is possibility for the superfluid
model to facilitate (indeed demand) that light alter 
course to a degree of magnitude related to the size of the 
gravitational field. 

Photon Transmission as Composite or Elementary 
Particles

The final consideration in this chapter looks at the 
Photon itself. The NES Superfluid model suggests that 
the Photon as we currently observe it is in fact composite

and not elementary. Within the NES model the most likely candidate is a Neutrino like 
compositional structure, in which a particle similar to the Neutrino provides the force that 
propagates through the NES “fabric” in a similar way to a neutrino/antineutrino and that a charge 
carrying nucleus is “dragged along for the ride”. Being composed of a NES displacing and therefore
Em dense property, the Photon nucleus creates
local gravitational displacement as it expels NES
in its path.  Figure 6.0 demonstrates in a “not to
scale fashion” how a Photon would both propagate
at light speed through the NES vacuum, whilst
causing gravitational displacement in the NES
fabric. This formulation fits with observed
principles that Photons are weakly subject to
gravitational affects and as perviously discussed,
the NES superfluid model of quantised gravity.
Whilst the standard model does not currently
recognise the composite Photon theory, it deserves
serious consideration.  The alternative to
composite Photon transmission is the
“elementary” version of the standard model. In the
NES model there is perhaps room for it, although the nature of the fabric itself must be considered. 
Another alternative is Supersymmetry or the introduction of a form of anti Photon super partner, or 
further still an instant decay photon super partner that would explain why it is not detected. This 
paper currently favours a quantised loop quantum gravity approach, which requires either the 
speculation on the detectability of composite photons, or the correct quantum construction of the 
NES fabric to allow photon travel in line with standard model assumptions. 

Figure 6: Composite Photon Model

Figure 5: Gravitational Lensing



A brief layman description of Superfluid gravity: 

In a superfluid model of the solar system, the general desire of  undisturbed “space time” is to be at 
equilibrium. Imagine this as a kind of cosmic “room temperature”. As planets move through these 
still quantum oceans, pockets of high density energy are created in the form of waves (much like a 
submerged ball moving through a swimming pool).  These waves are easiest to understand as the 
now popularised “gravity waves”, but are in fact redistributions or “distortions” in space time that 
do not affect the observable outcome of gravity, but rather they affect the fabric of space upon 
which gravity is itself derived.  Think of this like a like a fishing net made from elastic, think of it 
also as a net that you can both hold and at the same time it can pass through you with almost no 
friction, viscosity or apparent loss of energy in either itself or the system through which it travels.  
Now think of that net in 3 dimensions (a bit like a 3D rope climbing frame).  When planets distort 
space time in a superfluid model, we are saying “that the planets make the holes in the fishing net 
bigger and smaller” - it is NOT making it “dish shaped” as is the common image of “warped space 
time fabric” popular with newspapers and science journalists that depicts gravity by showing a 
planet sat on a fabric making other smaller planets roll towards them.  It is critical to understand 
that regardless of how many objects, and to most extents the size of such objects placed in the net, 
there is still the same number of holes in the net, and so the strength of the entire net is not changed 
as a whole.  The carrying capacity of the net remains constant across the whole.  Instead, the 
pockets of distortion make localised areas of the net “more or less densely packed”. Given that the 
net is actually a superfluid quantum field of energy and therefore able to pass through almost 
anything, the result is that objects in the “quantum field” are constantly sat in a field of variable 
density energy that saturates a significant portion of their mass, whilst at the same time, the 
gravitational potential of the net remains fairly constant and so objects stay where they are expected
to stay according to the standard laws of Newtonian gravity.



These pockets of distortion travel through the entire system regardless of the distance or size of the 
object that created them.  In superfluid quantum gravity, everything is connected.  Because the 
number of holes in the net is not affected by distortion, the available gravity between 2 objects in 
the net is unchanged by them (think about it this way: if you stretch an elastic band, no matter how 
far you stretch it, its maximum carrying capacity remains constant irrelevant of the fact that the 
diameter of the band itself is reducing as it stretches).  However, because the net is “magic” and 
also “passes through” the objects caught in it, the size of the holes that are “inside” the object 
changes as the waves travel through the net.  At this stage you are asking : “how can a net that can 
pass through us, also hold us in place?”.  Put simply, that is the wondrous affect of gravity that 
keeps your feet on the ground every day. 

Accretion disk formation. Gravity is not a thing – it is an effect initiated by a cause

According to general theory accretion disk formation requires the loss of gravitational energy and 
angular momentum. This extract from Wikipedia explains the general misconception:- “In the 
1940s, models were first derived from basic physical principles.[6] In order to agree with 
observations, those models had to invoke a yet unknown mechanism for angular momentum 
redistribution. If matter is to fall inwards it must lose not only gravitational energy but also lose 
angular momentum. Since the total angular momentum of the disk is conserved, the angular 
momentum loss of the mass falling into the center has to be compensated by an angular momentum 
gain of the mass far from the center. In other words, angular momentum should be transported 
outwards for matter to accrete.”

Clearly, in a superfluid model of gravity, no loss of gravitational energy is experienced by an 
orbiting body.  The idea that a planet “looses gravity” is in all honesty “quite absurd”.  The only 
variable that changes is the density of the gravitational field around the massive central star, and 
therefore the amount of displaceable superfluid material available to the orbiting object.  Objects 
further away from the galaxy barycentre are still “less attracted” than those in the inner regions – 
but because of the function of superfluid displacement, local systems experience “no loss of local 
gravity at all”.  By consequence therefore, we can also hypothesise that the formation of spiral arms
is in fact simply due to the gradually decreasing effect of the central gravity field.  As the field 
weakens toward the outer edges of the galaxy, the ability of the outermost systems to “attract” 
neighbours is reduced and so, beyond a certain distance, the disk begins to separate into arms.  

Geometric considerations of gravity and the formation of stable shape and structure.

From a scientific perspective the tenets of astrology are now long resigned to ridicule. Indeed, the 
very idea that planets, stars or even our own sun may have any effect on Earth is met with utter 
dismissal.  I have to wonder why this strange stance is adopted when the very foundation of modern
science is founded mostly on astrology?  Personally, I am most interested in information. 
Information being some configuration of energy that is generally both stable and replicable. Let us 
start first by considering the sphere. The sphere is the most primitive form of stable shape that is 
naturally constructed as a direct result of gravity? I am being rhetorical of course, the evidence for 
this is quite clear as we stand on a sphere orbiting a star.  Would you question that it is gravity that 
created the sphere of Earth? I doubt it, so accepting that gravity is capable of creating at very least 
“balls in space” we can write down on a hypothetical list the first “thing” that we can say for certain
the laws of the cosmos can create. The foregoing is not trivial.  Henceforth from the creation of a 
sphere, it is fair to say that all science we currently practice is only possible because of that law? 
You could be forgiven for saying that “modern science is only possible because of this principle law
of gravity”.  OK, so as not to dwell on this minor triumph, let us move onto the next significant 
creation of gravity – replication.  Having acted upon stochastic matter for eons, gravity forms a 



spherical planet. This planet we call Earth, is also a significant source of – yes... Gravity! How 
wonderful no?  That gravity acts upon matter via invisible energetic forces in such a way as to 
create a new version of itself?  What does this imply? Well, not only is a new source of gravity 
created but now that gravity source functions in most respects in an identical way to its parent.  If it 
was a living thing we might go as far as to say that gravity is self replicating? I believe so, and 
therefore we can apply these two fundamental observations and ask “Is gravity information”? The 
answer is yes. It is both stable and self replicating, in fact it is so stable and so prolific that it has 
functioned since time began, gathering matter and giving birth to stars and eventually galaxies and 
planets.

So how can we interpret this information – if at all?  A simple way may be to consider our own 
moon.  When we look skyward and see its spherical shape, and with the certain understanding that 
gravity is the force that creates isolated spheres in space, we can say with certainty. “Gravity made 
that”.  This is both a scientific and “astrology” first principle that is universally equal.  The cosmos 
made the stars, the planets and the moons.  We can read the “information” of the moon like a 
celestial book, written in bold letters and 100% understandable for anyone to see.  Not only is the 
moon a book that describes the information of the present state of the system, but such is the 
universal power of information therein contained, we can read that book and discover the history of 
the solar system many thousands of years in the past and future.  Powerful would you not say?  That
this most simple of information represented by the simple mathematics of gravity can in fact be 
proven to be a book of information that is able to be read in any time or place and remain true.  It is 
omnipotent, it is omniscient, it is both the most amazingly complex and equally child simple 
language ever witnessed – it's judgment is pure and without bias.

At first, this all sounds very “final”, very “determined” and a quick glance at the average day in the 
life reveals that things don't appear to be so clear cut.  If gravity runs to such clockwork precision 
how can the diversity of life and reality be so wondrously different?  The solution to this question 
lies in the quantum measurement problem. 

Ancient Frequencies

Perhaps of greater importance are the cultural constants that appear to jump out of the numbers.
The research has shed light on the source or derivation of several well known but as yet un 
accounted for periodic frequencies in both biology, and ancient cultures. I shall be expanding at 
length on these as time permits but the most notable examples are listed here.

The 260 Day Calendar
The 8Hz frequency of DNA
The 23.5 Degree meridian
The 172Hz Frequency of Nature
56 rays of Z-Pinch
Hexagonal polar Cap of Saturn

In the course of developing a model of gravity that is based on the frequency and wavelength of a 
planets wake I have arrived upon some interesting artefacts that exactly match the frequencies of 
the phenomena in the table above. These descriptions are deliberately brief and simplified so as to 
not overwhelm the reader and to quickly ascertain the basis of the conjecture. 

The lunar wavelength @ E by calculation is 86.3Hz. 86 x 2 = 172 Hz. 
172 Hz is considered since Tibetan time the “dominant frequency of nature”



The harmonic of the moon over its orbital velocity is 3399Hz. The lunar cycle is 13 orbits per earth 
year. Therefore the differential frequency that results from 3399/13 = 260 or the Mesoamerican 
Calendar.

The Earths harmonic over its orbital velocity is 428Hz (very close to the understood value for the 
“Verdi A” or the music of the universe . See https://attunedvibrations.com/432hz/

The harmonic derived from Earths intersection with the Lunar harmonic is 8Hz – Thought to be the 
frequency of DNA.

The relative wavelengths of several planetary bodies:-

Earth 23.5 Hz 427.87 Hz
Moon 86.35 Hz 3399.2 Hz
Venus 24.8 Hz 345.63 Hz
Jupiter 2.09 Hz 10.9 Khz
Saturn 2.488 Hz 12.4 Khz

By calculation of the intersect period of Earth in its own wake we arrive at 55.6 (approx) which 
would divide the Earth into ~56 distinct pulsing segments, which may be the active component in 
the generation of Z-Pinch configuration. ?

Saturn's Hexagonal Polar Cap

Saturn has a circumference of ~ 378675 Km. Given an wake intersection derived from orbital 
velocity of 12439 and an orbital speed of ~9.8kms, we can derive that Saturn intersects a strong 
harmonic of its own wake approximately every 6.2ksecs or ~ 6 times every day with approximately 
62 degrees of difference between each intersection. 360/62=5.8 which equates roughly to a 
hexagonal pattern. 

Contact information : scot.forshaw@gmail.com / info@visicomscientific.com

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Accretion_disk
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